MAXIMUM SAFETY
& FLEXIBILITY
FOR OUR GUESTS
Experience your travel
with confidence

ALEXA and ALEXA J are INTRODUCING a New Policy to
Provide Maximum Safety & Flexibility
ALEXA PRIVATE CRUISES are known for creating the most
luxurious, secluded and unique travel experiences and the personal
safety, security and good health of our guests and crew are our
highest priority. In light of the current situation relating to the latest
developments around COVID-19, we recognize that some guests
may wish to alter their existing travel itineraries into an even more
private one or to change their travel dates/plans. We are therefore
introducing a temporary booking policy to offer our guests
maximum flexibility.
We hope this new policy, alongside our robust hygiene practices and
safety record, will allow our guests to travel with full confidence.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
For guests who find themselves in the situation where they encounter either:
- Unavoidable travel restrictions, for example a travel ban from a local government authority, or
- Cannot travel because of airport closure or a flight cancellation relating to COVID-19 issues,
ALEXA and ALEXA J now offer all guests the flexibility to change their travel dates* and/or
destination* (to the other ALEXA Yacht charter) in Indonesia Flores/Raja Ampat or to the Ionian
Islands in Greece.
The window for such changes will apply up to 7 days prior to embarkation
and will last for the duration of one year.
(i.e. original starting date 3.5.2020 to 3.5.2021)
*Change of price applies depending on season/destination
and new dates are subject to availability

MAXIMUM HEALTH BY INDULGING
Groceries sourcing and Cooking Technics will be adjusted empowering the body and mind, while
strengthening the immune system.
Our Spa Therapist and Wellness on board will offer immune-boosting therapies.
Our guests will be more likely to run into a whale, a dolphin or a baby shark than another person
as routes have been adjusted to full seclusion.

MAXIMUM SAFETY - SECLUDED VIP PARADISE EXPERIENCE
We have built bespoke itineraries crafted to safety, privacy and health, while enjoying your private
floating home in paradise. We ensure travel experiences featuring the most secluded, least visited
and idyllic islands, hidden beaches and destinations that offer privacy and safety.
We work together with airports and have created a VIP complimentary pick up from the gate to
the yacht. Allowing us to seclude our guests from the crowds and stressful waiting.

MAXIMUM SAFETY FOR OUR CREW
We take excellent care of our dedicated crew, whilst also providing the most effective protection
against infections and checking in with our dedicated physician between each new charter.
Our supplies needed for each charter are cleaned and sealed into individual packages by staff
wearing hygienic disposable gloves.
All materials, interior and exterior is rigorously sanitized every day and in between charters.
From the moment we pick up our guests we make it our absolute priority to keep your journey as
safe as it can be.

